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Abstract
Data variety is one of the most important features of Big Data. Data variety is the result of aggregating
data from multiple sources and uneven distribution of data. This feature of Big Data causes high
variation in the consumption of processing resources such as CPU consumption. This issue has been
overlooked from previous work. To overcome the mentioned problem, in the present work, we used
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) to reduce the energy consumption of computation. To
this goal, we consider two types of deadlines as our constraint. Before applying the DVFS technique to
computer nodes, we estimate the processing time and the frequency needed to meet the deadline. In the
evaluation phase, we have used a set of data sets and applications. The experimental results show that
our proposed approach surpasses the other scenarios in processing real datasets. Based on the
experimental results in this paper, DV-DVFS can achieve up to 15% improvement in energy consumption. 

1. Introduction
In recent years, due to the huge amount of generated data and the high volume of processing capacity,
the power, and energy management of this huge processing, is a considerable value. The authors in [1]
estimate that over 40% of the budget in a data center has been spent on electrical power and cooling in
2008. Paying attention to the data variety can prevent the loss of resources such as energy [2]. Also,
several approaches addressed this issue, but, in these works the impact of data variety on waste of
energy has been ignored. Some recent works considered the energy consumption in MapReduce-like
distributed processing frameworks [3], [4]. The goal of this researches was to determine the number of
worker nodes used by a Hadoop cluster to minimize energy consumption and at the same time guarantee
a speci�ed deadline. However, they assumed that they know the input data beforehand. This assumption
is not valid in a real environment, so the applicability of such techniques is limited. Furthermore, multiple
schedulers consider the deadline constraints [5]; nevertheless, none of the schedulers supports the
minimization of energy consumption. The authors in [6] have presented a framework for E�cient Energy
Scheduling of Spark workloads. The authors in [7] have used load balancing to improve energy e�ciency.
They have used the heuristic method for their goal.

Data variety causes some variation in generating results and resource utilization. None of the previous
works paid attention to this issue. So, a novel approach can be presented in using data variety for
reducing energy consumption.

Due to the structure of MapReduce processing and 4Vs of Big Data, Big Data processing is a suitable
area to apply the power reduction techniques such as DVFS. Besides based on the [8] , [9] and [2], we
have shown that by the MapReduce processing, we are able to manage the input data and divide it into
some parts. We can process each data part with different infrastructure or capacity. Furthermore, as we
have shown in the previous work [8] data variety that is one of the important features of big data, causes
variation in resource consumption. This fact makes DVFS a suitable technique for the reduction of
power/energy consumption in the big data processing.
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To address this challenge; we present our power-conscious approach to manage the energy consumption
of big data processing. As Fig. 1 shows, we use sampling to discover the input data. We have used pre-
processing and an estimator to estimate the frequency and time of processing.

Contributions. In this paper, we have the following contributions:

1. We have presented a framework to consider data variety for e�ciently assigning resources in Big
Data Processing.

2. We have used sampling to discover the amount of data variety.

3. We have implemented our approach in the Spark environment and evaluated it by some well-known
datasets and applications.

2.1 MOTIVATION

As discussed in the previous subsection, there is an opportunity to reduce energy consumption in Big
Data processing. The state of the art and the related works ignored it. To show this opportunity, we
aggregate 23 GB data from four sources and divide it into 0.5GB blocks. We consider these blocks and
show the average CPU utilization and processing time of them. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 shows average CPU
utilization and processing time for various applications and different parts of input data. Experiments of
the current section were run on an Intel Core-i7 4-core CPU at 2.8GHz with 4GB of RAM.

CPU utilization and the processing time for IMDB, Quotes, Comments (Stack over�ow), and Gutenberg
have been presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. Based on the results there is a wide variety in the
processing requirements.  For example, the data parts with a greater number of words require more CPU
utilization and more processing time. This issue clearly shows that there is a novel potential for the
reduction of energy consumption by using data variety.

We also have presented the results of motivation experiments in Table 1. Mentioned results, presents the
average, variance, and coe�cient of variation of CPU usages and processing time in each benchmark.

Table 1. CPU utilization in three applications
Applications WordCount Grep Inverted Index
Average-CPU usage 68% 45% 82%
Variance CPU usage 42 17.5 30.5
Coefficient of Variation of CPU usage 0.51 0.65 0.64
Average-average Processing time 14.9 6.97 2283.5
Variance of Processing Time 31.3 4.12 6881847.7
Coefficient of Variation of Processing Time 2.1 0.6 3013.8

Due to the variation values presented in Table 1, there is a signi�cant opportunity to manage CPU
utilization and power consumption. We focused on this fact in this paper. So, we used the DVFS
technique for the processing of some parts of input data.

Based on the presented contents, we should answer the following question in the current paper:
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- Why using DVFS in big data processing?

1. Data variety causes a signi�cant diversity in resource utilization. Variety oblivious approaches can
lose the processing resources such as energy.

2. Using cloud computing for big data processing intensi�ed the data variety and causes more variety
in data. So, cloud providers and users must use techniques such as DVFS for reducing energy
consumption.

3. also data variety is one the big data’s 4V. Aggregating input data from various sources intensi�es the
data variety.

4. MapReduce is a well-known paradigm for big data processing. MapReduce consists of two main
parts: Map and Reduce. Each phase of this paradigm has various impacts on the utilization of
resources. By using this paradigm, we can divide input data into some data parts and process them
with minimum overhead.

Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the state of
the arts and previous works. Section 3 describes the proposed approach and system design. The
experimental result and evaluations are presented in section 4, and Finally, Section 5 includes the main
conclusions and future works.

2. Related Works
Related works of our research are divided into 2 main categories. We have presented these categories in
Fig. 4. The categories are:

1. Using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) to energy reduction.

2. Another approach to reducing energy consumption.

Using DVFS to energy reduction. DVFS is a well-known approach to reduce energy reduction in case of a
lack of energy. The authors in [6] used DFVS to reduce the energy consumption of MapReduce
applications. They have compared their work with the default Spark Scheduler. We also have used the
DVFS for reducing energy consumption in Big data processing. Unlike our work, mentioned research
ignored the data variety. VM migration and scale down in case of low performance are considered in [10].
The authors in [11] have considered the variation of application requirements in Big Data in case of
choosing cloud as an infrastructure for processing. Tuning CPU frequency based on the QoS has been
presented in [12]. They have used a prediction method for adapting the frequency depends on the QoS
and available time slot. They have reduced the energy consumption of the heterogeneous Hadoop
Cluster. The authors in [13] have used DVFS and machine learning approaches to reduce energy
consumption in NoCs. The authors in [14] have used DVFS for microprocessors' power and energy
reduction. DVFS based policies are used in [15] for the consolidation of virtual machines for energy-
e�cient cloud data centers. The authors in [16] have merged a thermal-aware approach and DVFS to
manage the energy of the data center. In this paper, the factors of energy ine�ciency are divided into two
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categories: resource underutilization and heat effects. The authers in [17] have used DVFS technique for
managing energy consumption of unknown applications. Using DVFS technique for Fog-IoT application
have been considered in [18]. The authers achieves better QoS by using such techniques. The authers in
[19] have used DVFS and approximation for reducing the processing cost. They have used DVFS
technique for each processing core to achieve better results and lower cost. Unlike our mentioned work,
researches have ignored the data variety. However, we have considered the data variety and have used
DVFS technique to achieve better results according to energy consumption.

Using other techniques to reduce energy consumption. The authors in [17] considered the server
utilization to reduce energy consumption. They have considered QoS in their problem. The authors in [18]
have used a Data-driven approach to improve the performance of HPC systems. The authors in [7] have
presented a heuristic-based framework for energy reduction by load balancing. The authors in [3] and [4]
have considered the energy consumption in MapReduce like distributed processing frameworks. The goal
of this researches was to minimize energy consumption and guarantee the deadline by determining the
number of worker nodes.

The impacts of failures and resource heterogeneity on the power consumption and performance of IaaS
clouds have been investigated in [19]. The authors have used historical monitoring data from the online
analysis of the host and network utilization without any pre-knowledge of workloads for the reduction of
SLA-violation and energy reduction in [20].

The authors in [21] have considered application-level requirements for energy reduction. They have
considered the effect of the variety of workloads on the utilization of VMs and network. They have
reduced the energy cost by assigning a suitable amount of resources to the VMs.  The authors in [22]
survey the previous works on the energy consumption of data centers. They have divided the research
areas to some parts and discussed them. They have not considered the data variety in their study.

We have also considered data variety and reduced the processing resources such as energy or cost [2], [9]
and [23].

This kind of research, like the �rst categories have not considered the data variety. They also have not
used the DVFS technique for reducing the energy consumption.  

3. Methods
In this section, we present the problem de�nition and the algorithm of the proposed approach. We have
considered data variety in this method. Our problem is the reduction of energy consumption by applying
DVFS to the computer nodes to overcome the ine�ciency caused by data variety. For this reason, we
divide the input data into some same size portions. We estimate the required processing resources for
each portion by using sampling. Then, we select the suitable portions for applying DVFS techniques.  In
this problem, we must consider the deadline as a constraint. We have used the DVFS technique to reduce
energy consumption and meet the deadline.
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For solving this problem, we have presented a heuristic approach. In this heuristic approach, we have
used some notation for our presentation of the problem. Table 2 presents the notations that we used.

Table 2. Notations that used in this paper
Notation Description
D Deadline
EC Energy Consumption
FT Finish time
UF Utilize Factor
TS Time Slot
Bi The i-th block
PTi The processing time of i-th block
TPT Total Processing Time
RPC Required Power for Processing
SFBi Suitable Frequency for processing Bi
AVG Average
Ui Utilization of server i
Pi Processing power of server i
DVO Data Variety Obvious
PT Processing Time
NDP Number of Data Portions

Problem Statement. EC presents the energy consumption in this paper. We try to minimize the EC while
the deadline should be met. So, the deadline is the constraint of our problem.

Problem formulation. The objective function to be minimized is the energy consumption and the
constraint is the deadline.

1. Presents the objective function and the

2. Presents the constraint of our work.

To overcome the above problem, we have presented Algorithm 1. Before the presentation of the algorithm,
we de�ne a parameter “Utilize Factor”.
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Formula 3 to 6 calculate the RPC for each block. Formula 6 presents the constraint of the problem.
Formula 7 calculates the energy consumption of processing.

Our Algorithm. Our algorithm is presented below. 
Algorithm 1

1: Input: Deadline, 
2: output: SFBi
3:   divide (Deadline into NDP Parts)
4:  while (TPT < Deadline)
5:       Sample (initial Blocks)                             // to discover the amount of variety
6:       Estimate (SFBi)
7: end while

 

Lines 1-2 of the Algorithm 1 is initializing the variables. Line 3 divides the deadline into some time slot. As
Fig. 5 shows each slot is assigned to one data portion for processing. Line 5 uses sampling to discover
the variety in initial blocks. By using this multi stage sampling method, we are able to estimate the
number of required resources for processing for each block [2], [9]. Line 6 estimates the suitable
frequency for processing of Bi based on the time slot and the amount of processing needed for the
mentioned data block. For this issue, the �nishing time of processing should be lower than the time slot.
By dividing the input data and the time into some same parts, we can estimate the processing time and
required processing resources.

Implementation. In our approach, we divided the input data into some data blocks. In the Spark
environment, these blocks are converted into some RDDs[1]. We have used sampling to discover the
amount of processing resources needed for processing each RDD. Based on this information we have
decided the amount of resources needed for processing each RDD. As Fig. 4. shows, certain frequency is
assigned to each RDD. So, by applying this approach, we have used dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling for big data processing.
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[1] Resilient Distributed Datasets

4. Results And Discussion
We used three benchmarks from BigDataBench suite [24] in our evaluation process. We also have used
TPC Benchmark (MAIL, SHIP, AIR, RAIL, TRUCK) and Amazon review dataset (Music, Books, Movies,
Clothing, Phones) [25], [26]. Amazon product data contains product reviews and metadata from Amazon,
including 142.8 million reviews spanning May 1996 - July 2014. TPC-H is a decision support benchmark.
It consists of a suite of business-oriented ad-hoc queries and concurrent data modi�cations. The queries
and the data populating the database have been chosen to have broad industry-wide relevance. This
benchmark illustrates decision support systems that examine large volumes of data, execute queries with
a high degree of complexity, and give answers to critical business questions. We have used four different
sources [27], [28], [29] and Wikipedia for WordCount, Grep, Inverted Index, and AverageLength. We have
used a bootstrapping method for generating 100GB data as input datasets [30]. Experiments were run on
three machines, Intel Core-i7 4-core CPU at 2.8 GHz with 4 GB of RAM. We apply the DVFS to some parts
of data and reduce CPU frequency to the 1.6 GHz.

Applications. Applications are as follows:

WordCount: This application Counts the number of words in the �le.

Grep: It searches and counts a pattern in a �le.

Inverted Index: This application is an index data structure storing a mapping from content to its
locations in a database �le.

We also consider AVG (average) for TPC-H datasets and SUM for Amazon datasets.

Comparison. We have compared our approach with a default scheduler of Spark [6]. In this approach, the
same amount of resources is given to each application. In this kind of frequency scaling, we have
considered a �xed frequency as CPU frequency (i.e., default Spark scheduler). This approach ignored the
data variety, so we named it Data Variety Oblivious (DVO).

Fig. 7 to Fig. 11 depicts the execution time and energy consumption of approaches.  Processing time and
processing energy consumption of Wordcount, Grep, Inverted Index, AVG (TPC benchmark), and SUM
(Amazon benchmark) have been presented in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively.
Processing time and energy consumption have been shown in red and purple, respectively.

As can be seen, our proposed approach can surpass the other in all the applications in terms of energy
consumption. Based on the deadline as a constraint, we have delayed the completion of processing. We
have met the deadline in all applications. Based on the results presented in Fig. 6 to Fig. 10, our approach
can surpass the default scheduler and achieve 9%, 15%, 11%, 13%, and 7% improvement for energy
consumption in Wordcount, Grep, Inverted Index, TPC, and Amazon benchmarks. As Fig. 6 to Fig. 10 show
our approach increases the processing time by 8%, 7%, 6%, 7%, and 6% in Wordcount, Grep, Inverted Index,
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TPC, and Amazon, respectively. This increases in the processing time should be considered for meeting
the deadline. We have analyzed this issue in the sensitivity analysis in the following sections.

Sensitivity analysis.

We also analyze the impact of data variety and the deadline for the performance of our work. For
modeling data variety, we have used a mathematic law and for the deadline, we have considered two
conditions. 

Sensitivity to the data variety. In case of increasing Data variety, our approach is able to save more energy
and we have a better choice to apply the DVFS technique. Aggregating data from multiple sources causes
uneven distribution. Uneven distribution intensi�es data variety among data. Fig. 11 shows the effect of
aggregating data from multiple sources.

Modeling data variety. We have used Zip�an [31], [32] distribution to generate a variety of data. Zipf’s law
states that out of a population on N elements, the frequency of elements of rank k, f(k;z, N) is:

Following the Zip�an distribution, the frequency of occurrence of an element is inversely proportional to
its rank.

In the current context, let:

1) N = total number of input partitions;

2) k be their rank; partitions are ranked as per the number of records in the partition that satisfy the given
predicate;

3) z be the value of the exponent characterizing the distribution.

We have considered z=0 for uniform distribution and z=2 for high variety.

As shown in Fig. 11, when data variety exists, our approach can perform better results. The horizontal
axis shows the benchmarks and the vertical shows the normalized processing time and energy
consumption. The processing time and energy consumption are normalized to the oblivious approach
with uniform distribution.

Sensitivity to the Deadline.

We have considered two statuses for the deadline, the tight deadline, and the �rm deadline. We have
presented these statuses in Table 3. A tight deadline is less than the �rm deadline. In case of a tight
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deadline, the processing should be done at a higher speed.

While there is a tight deadline, we have limited choice to apply DVFS to the computer node. Our approach
has better performance in case of the �rm deadline.  In other words, in case of �rm deadline, we can
apply the DVFS technique to more parts of data in comparison to the tight deadline. So, our approach can
generate better results.  We have shown the two conditions of the deadline in Table 3.

Table 3. Tight and Firm Deadline for benchmarks

Benchmarks Tight Deadline(s) Firm Deadline(s)

Wordcount  1350 1500

Grep 670 730

Inverted Index 27000 30000

TPC 1250 1400

Amazon 1150 1350

As Fig. 12 shows, our approach has better performance in �rm deadline. In the �rm condition, we have an
opportunity to use the DVFS technique more than the tight deadline. This issue causes more
improvement in energy consumption in comparison to the tight condition.

At the end of this section, we should discuss two important issues: Overhead and the Usages

-Discussion on the overhead. Our approach is a very low overhead solution. Sampling has less than 1%
overhead for generating a 5% error margin and a 95% con�dence interval. For this issue, we have a wide
approach and description in [9].

-Discussion on the usages.

This approach is applicable for cloud service provider and every cloud user that can manage the
infrastructure.

Based on the variety that is one of the features of big data, this approach could be used for
processing big data applications.

This approach reduces energy consumption and the cost of energy. So, cloud providers clearly can
bene�t from it.

In this paper, we have presented an approach for reducing energy consumption in Big data
processing for accumulative applications. We have presented the de�nition of accumulative
application in[9]. This type of applications is an important type of Big Data applications [8], [9]. 

5. Conclusion
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In summary, we have studied the impact of data variety on energy consumption via controlling CPU
utilization in the Big Data processing. In the �rst step, we divide input data into some same size blocks.
Then, we have used sampling to estimate the processing resource needed for each block. Finally, we have
processed the data blocks with the DVFS technique. The results show that our variety- conscious
approach produced better results in comparison to data variety oblivious approach. Based on the results,
in �rm deadline, our approach generates better results compared with tight conditions. Because, we are
able to apply the DVFS technique to more parts of the data in the mentioned condition.

Many interesting directions exist to continue from this work. First, considering energy cost in various
parts of data and geographical area. Based on this idea, we can process input data when/ where the
energy cost is minimum and improve the big data processing cost.  Second, we can consider renewable
energy for reducing energy consumption. So, we can process the main part of the input data by more
e�cient and lower cost energies.

Abbreviations
D:            Deadline

EC:          Energy Consumption

FT:          Finish time

UF:         Finish time

TS:          Time Slot

Bi:           The i-th block

PTi:         The processing time of i-th block

RPC:       Required Power for Processing

REP:       Required Energy for Processing

SFBi:       Suitable Frequency for processing Bi       

AVG:        Average

Ui:           Utilization of server i

Pi:           Processing power of server i

DVO:        Data Variety Obvious
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Figures

Figure 1

our approach

Figure 2

CPU utilization in various parts of sources

Figure 3

Processing time for various parts of sources
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Figure 4

Overview of our approach

Figure 5

Variation-Conscious Frequency Scaling (our approach)
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Figure 6

Processing time and energy of Wordcount

Figure 7

Processing time and energy of Grep
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Figure 8

Processing time and energy of Inverted Index

Figure 9

Processing time and energy of TPC Datasets
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Figure 10

Processing time and energy of Amazon datasets

Figure 11

Sensitivity analysis to data variety
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Figure 12

Sensitivity analysis to Deadline


